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OIL, GAS & PETROCHEMICALS
1. **$425 Million Cheyenne Plains Project: On time & under budget**
   - Rita Tubb.

   Innovations/ Pipe line construction/ Natural gas/ Projects/ U.S.A.
   Doc. No: 042878

2. **132nd conference increases ceiling by 1.0m b/d as oil prices remain firm.**

   OPEC conferences/ OPEC countries/ Petroleum/ Prices/ Production
   Doc. No: 042792

3. **21st century energy efficiency**
   - Gary Faagau, Darryl Seillier & Eric Petela.

   Energy/Efficiency/Change management/ Petrochemical industry/ Refineries/ Case studies/ Management/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
   Doc. No: 050080

4. **The 3-zones extended coherent flame model (ECFM3Z) for computing premixed/diffusion combustion**
   - O. Colin & A. Bendenida.
   - Oil & Gas Science and Technology. 2004, November/ December; Vol.59, No.6, p.593-609.

   Science- Technology/ Combustion/ Models/ Gas/ Oxidation/ Charts/ Tables (data)
   Doc. No: 043671

5. **51st reedhycalog rig census: US rig fleet and utilization are on the rise**
   - Greg Petterson & Tory Stokes.

   Drilling rig/ U.S.A./ Canada/ Utilization/ Growth/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
   Doc. No: 043072

6. **Acceptable returns, technology developers' dilemma**
   - Steve Jacobs.

   Technology/ Wells/ Service industry/ Companies
   Doc. No: 043324

7. **Accurate gas content analysis improves coalbed gas resource estimation**
   - Noel B. Waechter...[et al].

   Coal gas/ Methane/ Resources/ Reserves/ Estimating/ Charts
   Doc. No: 043030

8. **Adequate training is essential for measurement technicians**
   - Allen N. Chandler.

   Training/Know-how/ Gas/ Measurement/ Companies
   Doc. No: 043299
9 Advanced Control: Easy as APC
Process control/ Development/ Production/ Profitability/ Facilities/ Operation
Doc. No: 042802

10 Advanced Drilling Techniques: Benchmark drilling performance
Drilling/ Know-how/ Benchmarking (Management)/ Performance
Doc. No: 050204

11 Advanced Drilling Techniques: Plans, performance build best wells
Drilling/ Know-how/ Performance/ Wells/ Construction/ Performance management
Doc. No: 050205

12 Advances in rig technology: How to manage wellhead stress
Drilling rig/ Technology/ Models/ Tests/ Stresses
Doc. No: 042985

13 Advances in rig technology: New drilling systems deliver benefits
Technology/ Drilling rig/ Efficiency/ Safety
Doc. No: 042987

14 Advances in rig technology: Rig technology drives efficiency, safety
Drilling rig/ Technology/ Safety/ Reliability/ Design
Doc. No: 042986

15 Advancing ILI technology assesses mechanical damage
Pipelines/ Pigging/ Technology/ Damage/ Analysis/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043282

16 Advantages of profit centred maintenance
Jeffrey Ray.- PTQ: Petroleum Technology Quarterly. 2004, Summer; Vol.9, No.4, p.91-95.
Refining/ Profits/ Maintenance/ Facilities/ Contracts
Doc. No: 042905

Iran/ Norway/South Pars gas field/ Development projects/ Agreements/ Contracts
Doc. No: 050030


Petroleum/ Sands/ Pipelines/ Crude oil/ Supply (economics)/ Production/ Maps/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 042877

19 **All eyes on Bid Boland EPC awards**/ Vahe Petrossian.- Upstream. 2004, November 19; Vol.9, No.47, p.17.

Iran/ Gas/ Facilities/ Tenders and bids
Doc. No: 042786

20 **Allocating the oil shortage in time and space**.- Energy Risk (Special Reports;Oil). 2004, November; Vol.2, No.1, p.6-9.

Heavy crude oil/ Supply (economics)/ Shortages/ Prices/ OPEC/ Market economy/ Demand (economics)/ Growth/ Forecasts/ Graphs (charts)/ Charts
Doc. No: 042931


U.K./ Petroleum/ Investments/ Stock markets/ Economics/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 050120


Analysis/ Models/ Heavy oils/ Recovery/ Combustion/ Steam/ Graphs (charts)/ Charts
Doc. No: 042705


Scale (corrosion)/ Models/ Gas/ Water/ Rocks/ Methodology/ Imbibition/ Recovery/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042954

24 **Apache off to resounding start in new era**/ Cynthia Greenwood.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, November; Vol.231, No.11, p.34,35.

Apache/ Natural gas/ Marketing/ U.S.A.
Doc. No: 042881

Artificial lift/ Gas/ Pumping/ Charts
Doc. No: 043018


Multiphase flow/ Computer models/ Tables (data)/ Production/ Facilities
Doc. No: 043702


Iran/ Economics/ Politics/ Policy
Doc. No: 042799


Asia/ Equipment/ Sales/ Growth/ Cost/ U.S.A./ Europe/ Coal/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043504


Asia/ Economics/ Petroleum/ Prices/ Cost/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 050114


Asia/ L.N.G./ Demand (economics)/ Supply (economics)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042746


Assets/ Management/ Plants/ Instrumentation industry/ Engineers
Doc. No: 042801


Gas fields/ Automation/ Internet/ Repsol/ Argentina
Doc. No: 043059


Iran/ L.N.G./ Tenders and bids
Doc. No: 050134


Biotechnology/ Japan/Resources/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 042800


Casing (well)/Drilling/Technology/ Shell
Doc. No: 043353


Technology/ Tests/ Reservoirs/ Drilling/ Performance/ Simulation
Doc. No: 043355


Technology/ Drilling/ Wells/ Economic targets/ Risk/ Reduction
Doc. No: 043354


Technology/ Drilling fluids/ Know-how
Doc. No: 043352


Iran/ B.P./ Petroleum industry/ N.I.O.C./ L.N.G.
Doc. No: 042749


Iran/ U.K./ B.P./ Communication/ Zanganeh, Bijan
Doc. No: 050129

Petroleum industry/ Gas industry/ Market economy/ Prices/ Consumption/ Exports/ Imports/ Companies/ Middle East/ Interviews
Doc. No: 042701

50 BP's Lord Browne: The best is yet to come. - Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. 2004, November 1; Vol.43, No.44, p.6-9.

Petroleum/ Oil companies/ B.P./ Interviews
Doc. No: 042739

51 Brighter outlook for petrochemicals.- PTQ: Petroleum Technology Quarterly. 2004, Summer; Vol.9, No.4, p.5-10.

Processing/ Petrochemicals/ Petrochemical plant/ Feedstock/ Technology/ Cost
Doc. No: 042896


Gas/ Natural gas/ Futures market
Doc. No: 043238


Measurement/ Research/ Facilities/ Gas/ Ultrasonics/ Turbines
Doc. No: 043235


Canada/Petroleum/Capital/ Economics
Doc. No: 050111


Canada/ Algeria/ Oil companies/ Foreign corporations/ Investments/ Economics/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 050112


U.S.A./ Canada/ China/ Trade agreements/ Contracts
Doc. No: 050053
57 Canada/U.S. regulatory collaboration, energy balances and policy - Paul Ziff.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, November; Vol.231, No.11, p.75-77.


60 Caracas joins Iran to call for Opec cut.- Weekly Petroleum Argus. 2004, November 22; Vol.34, No.46, p.8.


64 Cashing in on dividend stocks - Julie Creswell.- Fortune. 2004, November 29; Vol.150, No.10, p.81,82.
65 **Centrifugal compressor operations/**
   Tony Barletta & Scott W Golden.-
   PTQ: Petroleum Technology Quarterly. 2004, Summer; Vol.9, No.4, p.113-119.
   Equipment/ Centrifuges/ Compressors/
   Performance/ Control/ Control
equipment/ Charts/ Tables (data)
   Doc. No: 042908

66 **Challenge and opportunity in the maturing North Sea/**
   Exploration/ Development/ North sea/
   Service industry/ Technology transfer/ Business services
   Doc. No: 050157

67 **Chemical treatment to solve FCCU problems/**
   Sandra Garcia Swofford.-
   PTQ: Petroleum Technology Quarterly. 2004, Summer; Vol.9, No.4, p.57-61.
   Refining/ Chemicals/ Treatment/ Fluids/
   Catalytic cracking/ Graphs (charts)/ Charts/ Tables (data)
   Doc. No: 042900

68 **Chevron Phillips PE 100 a history of successful service.**
   Companies/ Service industry
   Doc. No: 050185

69 **China in need of more pipelines/** by Gordon Feller.-
   Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, September; Vol.231, No.9, p.64.
   China/ Pipelines/ Energy/ Policy
   Doc. No: 043274

70 **China, India likely regions for bulk of new chemical investments/**
   China/ India/ Chemical industry/ Investments
   Doc. No: 043479

71 **Chinese, Indian firms courted by Iran.**
   China/ India/ Iran/ Agreements/ L.N.G./ U.N./ I.O.C./ N.I.O.C.
   Doc. No: 042743

72 **Choosing a neutralising amine corrosion inhibitor/**
   Philip R. Petersen, Samuel A. Lordo & Gregg R. McAteer.-
   Fluid flow/ Corrosion inhibitors/ Hydrochloric acid/ Salts/ Charts/ Tables (data)
   Doc. No: 042909

Ultrasonics/ Multiphase flow/ Reservoirs/ Technology/ Performance
Doc. No: 050182


Offshore/ Technology/ Drilling/ Deep water/ Onshore/ Tests
Doc. No: 043040

75 Cold weather drives crude price higher/ Vahe Petrossian & Nassir Shirkhani.- Upstream. 2004, December 17; Vol.9, No.51, p.51.

Financial analysis/ U.S.A./ Iran/ OPEC/ Crude oil/ Prices/ Zanganeh, Bijan
Doc. No: 042842


Computer systems program/ Control equipment/ Security/ Vulnerability/ Assets/ Technology/ Risk/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 050076

77 Combining asset management and maintenance outsourcing reduces MRO costs, increases ROA/ by Bruce Olive.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, July; Vol.231, No.7, p.35,36.

Assets/ Control equipment/ Management/ Outsourcing/ Valves/ Plants/ Maintenance/ Cost
Doc. No: 043241


Well completion/ Permeability/ Gas wells/ Turbulence/ Hydraulics/ Fracturing/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043049


Hydraulics/ Design/ Methodology/ Models/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043048


Well completion/ Reservoirs/ Technology/ Productivity
Doc. No: 043314

Well completion/ Flow/ Brazil/ Deep water/ Fields
Doc. No: 043313


Well completion/ Design/ Reservoirs/ Development/ Construction/ Charts
Doc. No: 043312


Well completion/ Equipment/ Engineering/ Cost analysis/ Economics
Doc. No: 043311


Well completion/ Pressure/ Carbonate mineral/ Charts
Doc. No: 043315

85 **Composition and heavy oil rheology**/ Pierre, C....[et al].- Oil & Gas Science and Technology. 2004, September/ October; Vol.59, No.5, p.489-501.

Heavy oils/ Rheology/ Measurement/ Crude oil/ Compositions/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042967

86 **Compressor vibration analysis**/ Georg Samland, Norbert Feistel & Daniel Sauter.- PTQ: Petroleum Technology Quarterly. 2004, Summer; Vol.9, No.4, p.105-110.

Equipment/ Compressors/ Vibration/ Analysis/ A.P.I./ Models/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042907


Petrochemical industry/ Engineering/ Concretes/ Cements/ Chemistry/ Physics
Doc. No: 050088

88 **Conditioning an underground gas storage site to well pressures**/ M. Le Ravalec-Dupin...[et al].- Oil & Gas Science and Technology. 2004, November/December; Vol.59, No.6, p.611-624.

Science-Technology/ Gas storage/ Underground storage/ Reservoirs/ Models/ Data collecting/ Pressure/ Petrophysics/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043672
89 **Conference on oil/gas projects for Iranian companies scheduled for end-January.** - Mees. 2005, January 10; Vol.48, No.2, p.16.

Iran/ Companies/ Gas/ Projects/ Conferences
Doc. No: 050013

90 **Consider dry gas seals for centrifugal compressors**/ Heinz P. Bloch.- Hydrocarbon Processing. 2005, January; Vol.84, No.1, p.9,10.

Hydrocarbons/ Processing/ Gas/ Centrifuges/ Compressors/ Reliability/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 050093


Iran/ Armenia/ Gas pipelines/ Construction/ Electric power
Doc. No: 042833

92 **Consumption of many key petrochemicals to exceed capacity**/ Wendy Weirauch.- Hydrocarbon Processing. 2004, January; Vol.83, No.1, p.25.

Petrochemicals/ Ethylene/ Demand (economics)/ Growth/ U.S.A./ Polymers/ Consumption
Doc. No: 043483

93 **Control risk exposure**/ John B.Reed.- Hart's E&P. 2004, October; Vol.77, No.10, p.112.

Risk/ Control/ Know-how
Doc. No: 043230

94 **Controlling particulates with ESPs**/ Gerald Ondrey.- Chemical Engineering. 2004, December; Vol.111, No.13, p.17-20.

Chemical engineering/ Control/ Filtration/ Plants/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043213


Wells/ Control/ Oil wells/ Blowouts/ Warfare/ Iraq
Doc. No: 043005


Norway/ Refineries/ Liquid/ Propane/ Gas/ Pumps/ Conversion/ Submersible pumps/ Motors
Doc. No: 050084

Corrosion inhibitors/ Steels/ Acids/ Charts/ Tables (data)  
Doc. No: 042871


Data processing/ Technology/ Seismic wave receiver/ Migration  
Doc. No: 042982


Cost/ Estimating/ Natural gas/ Economics/ Analysis/ Tables (data)  
Doc. No: 050106


Hydrocarbons/ Engineering/ Enterprises/ Technology/ Case studies/ Tables (data)  
Doc. No: 050081


OPEC/ Market economy/ Production/ Prices  
Doc. No: 042733


Iran/ Engineering/ Contracts/ Gas plants  
Doc. No: 042752

100 Crude oil emulsion properties and their application to heavy oil transportation / D. Langevin...[et al]. - Oil & Gas Science and Technology. 2004, September/October; Vol.59, No.5, p.511-521.

Crude oil/ Emulsions/ Properties/ Heavy oils/ Transportation/ Charts/ Tables (data)  
Doc. No: 042969


Offshore/ Technology/ Deep water/ Gulf/ Mexico/ Reserves/ Wells/ Maps/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)  
Doc. No: 043041

Deep water/ Drilling/ Development/ Technology/ Gulf/ Mexico/ Anadarko/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043008


Deep water/ Management/ Gas fields/ Development/ Thermodynamics/ Inhibitors/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043060

107 Deepwater investment provides a growing opportunity/ Andrew Latham.- World Oil. 2004, November; Vol.225, No.11, p.69-73.

Deep water/ Investments/ Exploration/ Petroleum/Gas/Strategy/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 043088


Desalination/ Water treating/ Sea water/ Technology
Doc. No: 042923


Water/ Supply (economics)/ Steels/ Corrosion inhibitors/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042872


Science-Technology/ Natural gas/ Projects/ Vehicles/ Evaluation/ Pollution control/ Engines/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043670


Capacity/ Production/ Saudi Aramco
Doc. No: 042732


Digital computers/ Oil fields/ Remote control/ Monitoring/ Operation
Doc. No: 050190

Industries/ Technology policy/ Systems analysis
Doc. No: 050042


Gas/ Metals/ Heat/ Control/ Welding/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042845


Onshore/ Pipelines/ Interviews
Doc. No: 042887

118 Dream tickets for Iran drillers/ Vahe Petrossian.- Upstream. 2004, November 12; Vol.9, No.46, p.15.

Iran/ Tenders and bids/ Projects/ Drilling/ Wells
Doc. No: 042807


Technology/ Petroleum industry/ Gas industry/ Production/ Productivity/ Charts
Doc. No: 043305


Drilling/ Design/ Fields/ Performance/ Halliburton
Doc. No: 043083


U.A.E./ Abu Dhabi/ Qatar/ Investments/ Supply (economics)/ Agreements/ Contracts/ Gas/ Imports
Doc. No: 042728


Drilling/ Production/ Process control/ Offshore/ Design/ Models/ Charts
Doc. No: 050057
121 **Drilling & Production: Geosteering horizontal wells enhances production in Middle East field**/

Drilling/ Horizontal drilling/ Wells/ Middle East/ Models/ Fields/ Cuba

Doc. No: 050044

122 **Drilling & Production: Singapore leads in current jack up construction**/

Drilling/ Production/ Market economy/ Utilization/ Drilling rig/ Construction/ U.S.A./ Tables (data)

Doc. No: 050056

123 **Drilling & Production: Study tabulates idle Gulf of Mexico structure**/

Drilling/ Production/ Gulf/ Mexico/ Tables (data)

Doc. No: 050045

124 **Drilling Advances**/

Drilling/ Projects/ Fields/ Tests/ Tables (data)

Doc. No: 043092

125 **Drilling advances**/
Kevin Brady.- World Oil. 2004, November; Vol.225, No.11, p.15.

Drilling/ Directional drilling/ Information technology/ Knowledge management

Doc. No: 043077

126 **Drilling advances**/

Drilling/ Equipment/ Wells/ Instruments

Doc. No: 043064

127 **Drilling advances**/ Robert E. Snyder, editor.- World Oil. 2004, September; Vol.225, No.9, p.17.

Drilling/ Offshore/ Indonesia/ Deep water

Doc. No: 043053


Drilling/ Pipes (tubes)/ Offshore/ Wells/ Deep water/ U.S.A.

Doc. No: 043037
Drilling/ Deep water/ Wells/ Discovery
Doc. No: 043023

130 Drilling advances/ Robert E. Snyder, editor.- World Oil. 2004, April; Vol.225, No.4, p.17.
Drilling/ Deep water/ Exploration/ Expansion/ Mexico/ U.S.A.
Doc. No: 043011

Deep water/ Drilling/ Drilling rig/ Wells/ U.S.A./ Chevron Texaco
Doc. No: 043001

Drilling fluids/ Wells/ Management/ Strategy
Doc. No: 043340

Drilling fluids/ Well completion/ Borehole/ Mud/ North sea/ Fields/ Tests
Doc. No: 043339

Drilling fluids/ Environmental assessment/ Fields/ Surveys
Doc. No: 043341

Drilling fluids/ Information/ Problem solving/ Oil companies
Doc. No: 043338

Drilling/Well completion/Fluids/Alaska/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 050202

Drilling/ Fluids/ Well completion/ Emulsions/ Mud/ Performance/ Graphs (charts)/ Mexico/ Deep water
Doc. No: 050203


Drilling/ Technology/ Design/ Holes/ Charts
Doc. No: 043068


Drilling/Fluids/Water/Alaska/Reservoirs/ Pressure/Tests/Wells/Damage/Analysis/ Maps/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043067


Drilling/Fluids/Temperature/ Circulation/ Fracturing/ Cooling/ Borehole/ Deep water/ Wells/ Models/ Tests/ Charts
Doc. No: 043069

141 Earthquake detection and safety system for oil pipelines/ by Lothar Griesser, Martin Wieland and Roberto Walder.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, December; Vol.231, No.12, p.44-46.

Computer software/ Earthquakes/ Detectors/ Petroleum/ Pipelines/ Safety
Doc. No: 043303


Economics/Petroleum/ Reserves/ Futures market/ U.S.A./ OPEC countries
Doc. No: 042860


Gas/ Utilization/ Outsourcing/ Growth/ Economics
Doc. No: 043288

144 Economy: Fourth plan's development proposals.- Iran International. 2004, November; No.32, p.44.

Development/ Planning/ Economics
Doc. No: 042865
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc. No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>043090</td>
<td>Editorial Comment/ Perry A. Fischer, editor.- World Oil. 2004, December; Vol.225, No.12, p.7.</td>
<td>OPEC countries/ Petroleum/ Poverty/ Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>043021</td>
<td>Editorial comment/ Perry A. Fischer, editor.- World Oil. 2004, August; Vol.225, No.8, p.7.</td>
<td>Environments/ Seismic data/ Surveys/ Environmental protection agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crude oil/ Emulsions/ Flow rate/ Water/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042971

Single phase motors/ Technology/ Instruments/ Pipelines
Doc. No: 050184

Energy/ Demand (economics)/ Models/ Planning/ Turkey/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042702

World/Petroleum/Supply(economics)/ Energy/ Demand (economics)/ Prices
Doc. No: 050179

Energy/ Prices/ China/ Capacity/ U.S.A./ Forecasts/ Stability
Doc. No: 050001

Engineering/ Case studies/ Cracking (fracturing)/ Charts
Doc. No: 043522

159 Engineering gas to liquids projects part 1/ Simon C. Clarke.- PTQ: Petroleum Technology Quarterly. 2004, Summer; Vol.9, No.4, p.135-139.
Gas processing/ Natural gas liquids/ Projects/ Engineering/ Pilot plants/ Technology
Doc. No: 042911

Engineering/ Steam/ Heat exchangers/ Condensate/ Drainage/ Charts
Doc. No: 042928
161 Engineering Practice: The better way to mix solids into liquids/
Engineering/ Solids/ Liquids/ Tanks (containers)/ Mixtures/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042927

162 Enhancement to device description language/
Automation/Instruments/Network security
Doc. No: 043482

163 Enriching liquid-liquid extraction/
Donald Glatz.- Chemical Engineering. 2004, November; Vol.11, No.12, p.44-48.
Liquid/ Extraction (minerals)/ Optimization/Evaluation/Design/Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042925

164 Environment and safety: Protecting workers from asbestos: a new legal duty,-
Environmental health/ Safety/ Health Personnel/ Asbestos
Doc. No: 042875

Solvents/ Environments/ Research
Doc. No: 042876

166 Environment: Fine-tune SCR operations/
Dustin Divinia.- Hydrocarbon Processing. 2005, January; Vol.84, No.1, p.81,82.
Environments/ Operation/ Ammonia/ Maintenance/ Reduction
Doc. No: 050105

167 Environment/Instrumentation: Avoid these mistakes when installing a flare flowmeter/
Environments/ Regulations/ Flare gas/ Flow measurement/ Instrumentation industry
Doc. No: 050102

168 Environmental compliance: bringing technology solutions to regulatory problems/-
by Greg Haunschild.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, August; Vol.231, No.8, p.67,68.
Environments/ Technology assessment/ Pipelines/ Industries/ Automation
Doc. No: 043258

Carbonate mineral/ Reservoirs/ Well stimulation/Petroleum/Recovery/ Water/ Imbibition
Doc. No: 050170


Enhanced oil recovery/ Pilot plants/ Projects/Injection/Production/ Forecasts/ Reservoirs/ Engineering/ Charts
Doc. No: 050169


Gas/ Injection/ Pilot plants/ Austria/ Reservoirs/Simulation/ Carbon dioxide (Co2)
Doc. No: 050168


History/ Reservoirs/ Models/ Forecasts/ Water/ Petroleum/ Production/ Charts
Doc. No: 042957


E.U./ U.S.A./ Nuclear power/ Planning/ Military operations/ Tehran
Doc. No: 050124


Europe/ Renewable energy sources/ E.U./ Power/ Electricity/ Forecasts/ Economics
Doc. No: 043272


Petroleum markets/ Gas markets/ Futures market/ Prices/ Indonesia/ OPEC/ O.E.C.D./ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042859


Hydrocarbons/Geochemical prospecting/ Minerals/ Canada/ Stratigraphy/ Maps/ Charts
Doc. No: 042946
177 Executive Article: Don't ask me where I'm going, I'm busy driving. Does your life have a map?/ Steve Kaye.- Cost Engineering. 2004, November; Vol.46, No.11, p.6,7.

Planning/ Engineering/ Project planning/ Work-life balance/ Goal setting
Doc. No: 042854


Pipelines/ Lubrication/ Transportation/ Surveys/ Charts/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042970


Exploration/ Development/ Onshore/ Basin/ South Africa/ Maps/ Reservoirs/ Charts
Doc. No: 050043


Exploration/ Development/ Petroleum/ Gas/ Discovery/ Hydrocarbons/ Seismic data/ Geology/ Maps
Doc. No: 050055

181 Exploration and development: Benin basin off Nigeria could get first substantial development with oil/gas-to-liquids project/ Alan Petzet.- Oil & Gas Journal. 2004, September 27; Vol.102, No.36, p.34-35.

Exploration/ Development/ Nigeria/ Petroleum/ Gas/ Natural gas liquids/ Projects
Doc. No: 043106


Nigeria/ Exploration/ Development/ Agreements/ Contracts
Doc. No: 043108

183 Exploration and development: PDO enhancing oil production, expanding gas operations.- Oil and Gas Journal. 2004, September 27; Vol.102, No.36, p.35.

Exploration/ Development/ Petroleum/ Production/ Gas/ Operation/ Expansion
Doc. No: 043107


Exploration/ Sea water/ Seismic data/ Technology/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043057
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Journal/Website</th>
<th>Volume/Issue/Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Document No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Deep water/ Infrastructure/ Design/ Fields/ Development/ Plan implementation/ Wells/ Gulf/ Mexico/ Scheduling/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 043042

Fluids/ Catalytic cracking/ Additives/ Refining/ Data collecting/ Tests/ Nitrogen oxides/ Carbon dioxide (Co2)/ U.S.A./ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042903

195 **Feature training: Engineering more efficiently with professional coaching**/ Sandy Baker.- World Pumps. 2004, November; No.458, p.40-42.
Engineering/ Training/ Coaching/ Pumps/ Operation/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 042847

196 **Feature vertical turbine pumps: Resonant vibrations in vertical pumps**/ Bill Beckman.- World Pumps. 2004, November; No.458, p.18-22.
Vertical/ Turbines/ Pumps/ Design/ Charts
Doc. No: 042846

197 **Fiber reinforced plastic pipe vies with steel**.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, December; Vol.231, No.12, p.55,56.
Plastics/ Pipelines/ Design/ Petroleum/ Gas
Doc. No: 043304

198 **Finding value in the value engineering process**/ Kristin E. Lane Davis.- Cost Engineering. 2004, December; Vol.46, No.12, p.24-27.
Budget/ Economics/ Cost/ Productivity/ Value system/ Engineering/ Graphs (charts)
Doc. No: 043222

199 **First gas from Peru's Camisea project**/ by Rita Tubb.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, October; Vol.231, No.10, p.48-51.
Gas/ Pipeline construction/ Peru/ Offshore/ Technology
Doc. No: 043289

200 **Fitch upgrades Iranian currency ratings**.- Upstream. 2004, December 17; Vol.9, No.51, p.52.
Financial planning/ Iran/ Currencies/ Petroleum markets/ Revenue/ Finance
Doc. No: 042843
201 Flashpoints are affected by process pressure/ Dehong Kong.- Chemical Engineering. 2004, December; Vol.111, No.13, p.50-53.
Chemical engineering/ Pressure/ Explosion/ Temperature
Doc. No: 043218

Foundation/ Web/ Goal setting
Doc. No: 050175

203 [Four hundred and fifty] $450 billion expected to be spent in petroleum industry/ by Jeff Share.- Pipeline & Gas Journal. 2004, August; Vol.231, No.8, p.12-16.
Assets/ Capital/ Petroleum industry/ Interviews
Doc. No: 043249

Natural gas/ Fracturing/ Technology/ U.S.A.
Doc. No: 050054

World/ Transportation/ Forecasts/ Pollution control/ Greenhouse effect
Doc. No: 043501

Construction/ Projects/ Cost analysis/ Engineering/Methodology/Performance/ Processing/ Models/ Design/ Management/ Graphs (charts)/ Tables (data)
Doc. No: 042857

France/ TotalFinaElf/ Iran/ N.I.O.C./ L.N.G./ Projects/ Engineering/ Downstream operations/ Upstream operations
Doc. No: 042839

L.N.G./ Industries/ Futures market/ Storage/ Technology/ Tanks (containers)/ Design/ Engineering
Doc. No: 042819
209 **Fresh row brews over "covert ops" claims.** - Meed. 2005, January 21; Vol.49, No.3, p.2.
Iran/Tehran/Nuclear power/ U.S.A./ E.U.
Doc. No: 050151


Energy/ Financial services industry/ Investments
Doc. No: 043231
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